Municipality Of Chatham-Kent
Chatham-Kent Police Service
Office of the Chief of Police

To:

Mayor and Members of Council

From:

Gary Conn – Chief of Police

Date:

September 14, 2020

Subject: CKPS - CCTV – Downtown Chatham Proper. Project - “Birds Eye View”.
______________________________________________________________________
Recommendations
It is recommended that:
1. Council authorize the implementation of Phase One of the CCTV Project as
outlined in Report CKPS-01-20, and further,
2. Council authorize the entering into an RFP process to select a supplier and
use determined funds towards supporting Phase One of this project.
Background
The Corporation of the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the Chatham-Kent
Police Service are committed to the improvement of community safety, crime
prevention, and the desirability of the city as a place for shopping, business
and leisure. A closed circuit television system (CCTV) will help promote a
safer and secured environment in the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
The purpose of the report is to request Council to approve the implementation
of surveillance cameras located within the downtown Chatham-Kent core and
other areas as required.
The CKPS - CCTV Program is a proactive, local solution modeled on
successful networks in other municipalities to enhance community well-being
and assist the Chatham-Kent Police Service with solving crimes and complex
social disorders.
Evidence to assist in a crime investigation is sometimes recorded by a security
camera. Currently, CKPS members must canvas downtown businesses in
person when a crime occurs to determine if there are CCTV cameras that
might have captured footage of vital evidence. It can be a time consuming
process when expedience is critical in an investigation. The Chatham-Kent
Police has investigated a number of incidents in the downtown core where
CCTV would have aided in identifying the suspects involved. In addition, this
equipment will be effective as an investigative tool for police and assist in the
deterrence of crime. This will be demonstrated by providing examples and
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statistical information to support the implementation of this program as a pilot
project, to assist in combating an increase in the level of calls for service to the
CKPS. These calls for service surround crime as well as interactions with the
vulnerable sector of our society who suffer from mental health, alcohol,
poverty, drug addictions, homelessness, unemployment etc... These calls for
service are primarily contained within the downtown core of Chatham proper.
Comments - Safe and Vibrant Downtown
Successful downtown revitalization strategies must include policies and
programs to ensure that there is a safe and positive environment for visitors,
residents and business/property owners. The installation of video cameras is
one of the ways we are requesting to enhance the safety of our downtown
areas and maintain a thriving and vibrant core. These cameras will help
ensure the safety of residents and visitors, deter unsafe activities, and
contribute to downtown revitalization. The Municipality of Chatham-Kent
already has a number of initiatives achieving this goal by collaborating with the
Chatham-Kent Police Service ensuring both general and foot patrols (when
staffing permits) continue in the core areas; endorsing Neighbourhood Watch
programs, and working closely with the Chatham-Kent BIA to ensure a safe
downtown environment.
Proposed Program Solutions
There have been several proposed program solutions for reducing the
disturbances and complex social disorders in the downtown core area. Some
of the recommended programs include:
•
•
•

Increasing the number of zones and cars within the downtown area;
Increasing the number of foot patrol officers in the downtown area;
Purchasing and installing a closed circuit television system for the
downtown.

The efficacy of these programs would have to be compared through a cost
benefit analysis for a fair comparison. Having said that, a cursory examination
of these programs has yielded the following results. For the first two
suggestions, both require the hiring of additional officers, which further
requires training and additional equipment. The estimated cost associated to
one additional officer, including labour burden is approximately $130,000.00.
The CKPS uses a four platoon model, subsequently to implement either of
these programs CKPS would have to hire a minimum of four (4) officers (one
per platoon) resulting in an additional cost of approximately $520,000.00. As a
result, neither of the aforementioned two options would be fiscally responsible
for the CKPS or the taxpayers of C-K. Subsequently, the last option (CCTV) is
both operationally feasible and fiscally prudent.
Surveillance Camera Registry Program
The Chatham-Kent Police Service has successfully implemented a Surveillance
Camera Registry whereby residents in Chatham-Kent can voluntarily register their
security camera (residential or commercial) location(s) and contact information
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with the Police through our secured website. The database includes a map of
where the cameras are located throughout the city. To date, the Chatham-Kent
Police Service have registered 184 privately owned cameras. The Information and
Privacy Commissioner (IPC) of Ontario is aware of this initiative by police services
throughout Ontario.

If an incident occurs, CKPS members can identify registered CCTV cameras in the area
and request camera owners provide the footage. The evidence can provide pivotal
evidence of the offence(s) much faster. This is a crime prevention partnership and
another tool to assist the police with enhancing the well-being and safety of our
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community. The implementation of this program is another example of our innovative
partnerships and collaborative efforts to find ways to improve the lives and safety of our
residents. We continue to encourage residence participation through access to online
services, technological innovations and collaborative problem-solving strategies. CCTV
programs significantly reduce the resources and time spent physically locating
potentially vital video evidence. CCTV can also lead to crime deterrence and provide a
sense of safety.
The next phase to enhance security in Chatham-Kent is to expand the CCTV program
to our downtown. Chatham's downtown core area is an entertainment destination for the
citizens of the Municipality, hosting a number of restaurants and bars along King Street.
These bars and restaurants are all within a three-block radius, virtually 400 meters
apart. As bars let out, certainly on Friday and Saturday nights, problems have occurred
within the downtown core.
Merchants have indicated at numerous BIA, Chamber of Commerce meetings, to the
Chief of Police and the Mayor's office their concerns regarding issues of suspicious
activities and behavior, including the negative effect it has on their respective
businesses as well as the overall aesthetics/optics of our downtown core area.
The following comments were received by the Chief of Police or by the Mayor’s Office in
respect to downtown Chatham proper:
•

"A Police Service priority should be drug enforcement in the downtown
core."

•

"A more visible uniformed police presence downtown."

•

"Police presence in the alleyways or side streets along King Street could
potentially prevent some of these crimes to local businesses and
residents."

•

"More foot patrolling is definitely needed, especially in the downtown area
and on King Street where the businesses are located. People should feel
safe to walk down King Street."

•

"There NEEDS to be officers WALKING King Street and checking the
alleys behind the businesses. I am tired of my kids being scared to walk
downtown. It is getting ridiculous. I wish that we never bought a house
here."

•

"I wish I felt safer going to the downtown area. I absolutely would not walk
on King Street at nighttime, when the vagrants are out.”

Recently, as a positive proactive initiative, we (police) are in the process of establishing
a Bike Patrol Unit for the downtown core, special events and parades. This will augment
our Community Mobilization Unit, General Patrol and said proposed CCTV program.
The Chatham-Kent Police Service can cite numerous examples of investigations where
CCTV would have benefitted investigators in obtaining evidence, suspect information,
identify witnesses, and solve these cases in a timely manner. The CCTV camera
system would greatly benefit the community in the number of hours dedicated to follow
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up investigations and personnel available for other community issues, patrol and
enforcement.
Areas of Strategic Focus and Critical Success Factors
The recommendation in this report supports the following area of strategic focus:
A Healthy and Safe Community:
Chatham-Kent is a healthy and safe community with sustainable population growth.
http://www.chatham-kent.ca/Council/councildirections/Pages/CKPlan2035.aspx
Justification for the Use of a Security Network
►

Below is statistical information relevant to determining whether a security system
is necessary.

►

Further, a monthly breakdown exhibits calls for service in the downtown core.
Breakdown of Prominent Calls for Service
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Monthly Breakdown of Calls for Service

Downtown Calls for Service – 3 Year Trend
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Motor Vehicle Collision Data - January 1 to December 31, 2019

Privacy Protection Guidelines
In Ontario, FIPPA and MFIPPA set out rules for the collection, use and disclosure of
personal information by institutions. Institutions are required to comply with the rules
set out in FIPPA and MFIPPA with respect to information that falls under the
definition of personal information. Section 2(1) of FIPPA and MFIPPA defines
"personal information" as "recorded information about an identifiable individual,"
which includes, but is not limited to, "information relating to the race, national or
ethnic origin, colour, religion, age [or] sex" of the individual. Therefore, if you use
video surveillance to collect, use or disclose personal information, you must comply
with the rules set out in FIPPA and MFIPPA. Section 38(2) of FIPPA and 28(2) of
MFIPPA set out the conditions under which personal information may be collected.
These sections provide that no person shall collect personal information on behalf
of an institution, unless the collection is:
1. Expressly authorized by statute,
2. Used for the purposes of law enforcement or
3. Necessary to the proper administration of a lawfully authorized activity.

At least one of these three conditions must be met in order for you to have the legal
authority to collect personal information. The institution must have a clear law
enforcement mandate, ideally in the form of a statutory duty. As per the definition of
"law enforcement" in section 2(1) of FIPPA and MFIPPA, this can be either with
respect to policing, investigations, or inspections that lead or could lead to
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proceedings in a court or tribunal if a penalty or sanction could be imposed in those
proceedings
Public Notification
FIPPA and MFIPPA require that individuals be notified of the collection of their
personal information, subject to specific and narrow exceptions. Specifically,
section 39(2) of FIPPA and section 29(2) of MFIPPA provide that an individual
must be informed of:
(a) the legal authority for the collection;
(b) the principal purpose or purposes for which the personal information is intended

to be used; and
(c) the title, business address and business telephone number of a public official

who can answer the individual's questions about the collection.
IPC recommends implementing the following conditions:
1. Signs with a clear, language-neutral graphical depiction of the use of video
surveillance are prominently displayed at the perimeter of the monitored areas
and at key locations within the areas. The signs should include basic information
to clarify that video surveillance is being used in the area.
2. The information required by paragraphs (a)-(c) of section 39(2) of FIPPA and
section 29(2) of MFIPPA is available and easily accessible on your institution's
website.
In addition to IPC's suggested wording, we recommend including Section 82(1) of the
2019 Community Safety and Policing Act that outlines the duties of a police officer.
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Sample of CCTV Notification Signage

Lawful Use
Video surveillance collects a broad scope of personal information; much of the
information collected is not likely to be relevant to the purpose of the surveillance
program. For example, a security camera set up to monitor the entrance to a school
will typically collect more information about the movements and activities of law-
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abiding individuals going about their everyday activities than information relating to
security incidents. An important aspect of managing a video surveillance program
involves protecting this additional personal information from misuse.
Section 41(1) of FIPPA and section 31(1) of MFIPPA restrict how personal
information may be used once it has been lawfully collected. As a rule, the acts
prohibit the use of personal information unless the institution obtains consent from
the individual to whom the information relates or the personal information is used
for the purpose for which it was obtained or compiled or for a consistent purpose. A
"consistent purpose" is defined in section 43 of FIPPA and section 33 of MFIPPA as
a use of personal information that the individual to whom the information relates
might reasonably have expected at the time of collection.
In the context of video surveillance, this means that as a rule, the Chatham-Kent
Police Service may only use personal information collected by means of video
surveillance for the purpose of the video surveillance program or for a consistent
purpose such as law enforcement.
Lawful Disclosure
Police Services have increasingly relied upon video surveillance as an additional
evidentiary tool in investigations, including incidents that did not directly occur in
those exact camera locations.
While there may be other situations where the disclosure of video surveillance
footage is permitted, video surveillance may be disclosed to a law enforcement
agency from another institution when:
1. The law enforcement agency approaches your institution with a warrant

requiring the disclosure of the footage, as per section 42(1)(e) of FIPPA
and section 32(e) of MFIPPA,
2. The law enforcement agency approaches your institution, without a
warrant, and asks that you disclose the footage to aid an investigation from
which a proceeding is likely to result, as per section 42(1)(g) of FIPPA and
section 32(g) of MFIPPA or
3. You observe an illegal activity on your premises and disclose the footage to
a law enforcement agency to aid an investigation from which a proceeding
is likely to result, as per section 42(1) (g) of FIPPA and section 32(g) of
MFIPPA.
Measures to Prevent Unauthorized Access
Section 4 of Regulation 460 of FIPPA and section 3 of Regulation 823 of MFIPPA
requires institutions to define, document and put in place reasonable measures to
prevent unauthorized access as well as inadvertent destruction or damage of
records.
1. Maintain an auditable log of each disclosure.
2. Ensure the log includes the date, time and location of the footage and,

where applicable, the case file number of the Police Service investigation.
3. Ensure the log also includes a description of the circumstances justifying
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the disclosure, the amount of footage involved, the name, title and agency
to whom the footage is being disclosed, the legal authority for the
disclosure, the means used to disclose the footage and whether the
footage will be returned or securely destroyed after use.
4. Ensure that if video surveillance is digitized, the footage is securely
encrypted.
Access
Individuals whose personal information is in the custody or under the control of
institutions have a right of access to that personal information under section 47(1)
of FIPPA and section 36(1) of MFIPPA. It is important to note that all or portions of
the video surveillance footage requested may be exempt from disclosure for a
number of reasons under FIPPA and MFIPPA, including the fact that disclosure
may result in an unjustified invasion of someone else's privacy. Accordingly, a
policy will be in place to facilitate responses to access to information requests.
Our video surveillance system will include the ability to remove or redact information
from the video footage to protect exempted information by using tools and
techniques such as:
1. Blacking out or blurring images of individuals and
2. Removing the sound of voices.
3. Limiting the camera view to exclude areas of private residences (example

the last camera on King and Fifth Street will have a multi-floor apartment
building to the east and we’d want to “grey out” the floors above the second
floor level).
The number of employees who have access to the images will be limited and
clearly defined who should have access, in what circumstances, and for what
purpose.
Retention
FIPPA, MFIPPA and their regulations set out rules regarding the minimum length of
time institutions must retain personal information once they have used it.
Specifically, section 5(1) of Regulation 460 of FIPPA and section 5 of Regulation
823 of MFIPPA require institutions in general to retain personal information for at
least one year after use, although Regulation 823 permits a municipality to reduce
this time through a resolution or bylaw. CKPS policy will require all video
surveillance retained for law enforcement purposes will be disposed of according to
the following timelines:
1. For all charge related matters, once the appeal period has passed at the

conclusion of each court case.
2. For all other matters, for example unsolved crimes, one year plus one day

after the information was used.
It is important to note that this retention requirement applies only to personal information
that has been "used" by institutions. It does not apply to personal information that has
been collected but not used, which in the case of video surveillance may have much
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shorter retention requirements. In the context of video surveillance, personal information
is used whenever footage that contains images of individuals or other identifiable
information is accessed or disclosed. Therefore, if we access or disclose video
surveillance footage, as a rule it is important that CKPS retain it for at least one year.
However, simply viewing a live feed does not represent a "use" of personal information.
In the context of video surveillance used by law enforcement, the IPC recommends that
video that has not been used, be retained for a maximum of 72 hours. IPC has
permitted a longer retention period in exceptional circumstances, such as in schools
where a building is closed for extended periods over the holidays and during the
summer. CKPS will only retain “not used video” for a maximum of 72 hours.
Security
Section 4 of Regulation 460 of FIPPA and section 3 of Regulation 823 of MFIPPA
require institutions to protect personal information in their custody or under their control
from unauthorized access and inadvertent destruction or damage. We need to define,
document and put in place reasonable measures to safeguard the video surveillance
footage in our custody or under our control. This required security will be accomplished
by:
1. Strongly encrypting video surveillance footage at rest and when transmitted
across open, public networks,
2. Storing physical records of footage, such as discs, memory cards or
servers, in a locked facility,
3. Limiting staff and other individuals' access to footage on a need-to-know
basis,
4. Storing monitors in a secure location where they are not visible to the
public,
5. Granting accounts, systems, applications and devices only the degree and
kind of access necessary to fulfill defined duties and functions,
6. Whitelisting applications to help prevent malware and other non-approved
programs from running.
7. Regularly patching systems and applications to protect against
vulnerabilities,
8. Using standard, secure system configurations and not using default or

factory settings and
9. Keeping auditable logs of all accesses, uses and disclosures of footage

that are generated automatically where records are maintained
electronically.
Monitors and Storage Servers
All infrastructure will be stored within the secured Chatham-Kent Police Service
headquarters.
Designated members at the Chatham-Kent Police Service headquarters will
passively/intermittently monitor the CCTV System.
Designated Members will be trained to access the CCTV System as a tool for law
enforcement purposes in the (i) prevention, detection, suppression of crimes;
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(ii) apprehension of criminals; and (iii) promotion of public safety.
All Police Staff Sergeants and some Sergeants will be trained to export, copy, and write
recorded video(s) as required.
Public Consultation
The use of video surveillance affects all the individuals who end up moving within the
space under observation. Prior to using video surveillance, we will educate the public
through social media, traditional media and our local websites (www.ckpolice.com) on
the CCTV program's necessity, impact and location of cameras.
Privacy Impact Assessment
A Privacy Impact Assessment - FIPPA and MFIPPA do not require that institutions
complete a PIA. However, PIAs are widely recognized as a best practice in Ontario,
across Canada and globally. They have become essential tools in the analysis of
privacy implications associated with information management systems, programs and
technological tools used by institutions today.
•

•

Risks to individuals, including identity theft and other forms of fraud, adverse
impact on employment or business opportunities, damage to reputation,
embarrassment, distress or financial impacts.
Risks to institutions, including the financial, legal and reputational impact of
privacy breaches and the consequences of the failure to comply with FIPPA
and MFIPPA.

Carrying out a PIA does not need to be complex or time consuming, but thoroughness
is necessary to ensure that potential privacy risks are identified and mitigated.
The benefits of conducting a PIA may include:
• The confirmation of the legal authority for the project to collect, use, retain and
disclose personal information.
• The ability to demonstrate due diligence and evidence of compliance needed to
support informed decision-making during the development of the project. This
information may also be important in the event of a privacy breach or complaint to the
Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario.
• The reassurance of individuals, other institutions, partners and your own management
that best practices are followed. PIAs may help promote better decision-making and a
culture of privacy within an institution.
• The improvement of institutional transparency and better individual awareness,
understanding and trust of your institution's information management practices.
Planning for Success: Privacy Impact Assessment Guide 3 - (Information Privacy
Commission)
• The improvement of operational efficiencies, especially when undertaken early and
systematically. It can help minimize excessive and unnecessary collection, use,
retention and disclosure of personal information, avoid costly design mistakes and
retrofits, and perhaps identify simpler and less costly solutions at the start.
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A Privacy Impact Assessment has been undertaken and completed, for this proposed
project at all locations. Please attachment Appendix “A”.
Policies and Procedures
The Chatham-Kent Police Service has established policies and procedures to assist in
complying with the requirements set out in section 4 of Regulation 460 of FIPPA and
section 3 of Regulation 823 of MFIPPA. The policies define, document and put in place
reasonable measures to safeguard the video surveillance footage and meet our
obligations under FIPPA and MFIPPA for the use, access and retention of video
surveillance.
Training
Chatham-Kent Police personnel will receive training on their roles and responsibilities
to achieve an effective and compliant video surveillance program. We recognize the
importance of ensuring police personnel understand their duties and responsibilities
under the Ontario Human Rights Commission, FIPPA and MFIPPA with respect to our
video surveillance program.
Audits
We will audit the roles, responsibilities and practices of our video surveillance program
annually to ensure that they comply with our policies and procedures. The
circumstances under which the use of video surveillance was originally justified may
change. An area that was once prone to high rates of criminal activity may, through
development or other external factors, transformed into a low crime area. Further, new
and less intrusive means of achieving the same goals may become available.
Advisory Committee
We will create a community Advisory Committee to provide advice with respect to
operations of the CKPS - CCTV program with the primary goal of enhancing community
safety. The responsibilities of the Advisory Committee would include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Planning and ensuring operational financial resources
Acting as community stakeholder liaison
Providing an open discussion forum for any arising issues
Promoting surveillance as a form of public safety and security
Providing an Annual Report of the Program
Maintaining integrity, efficiency and effectiveness of the Program
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Equipment Requested for Use - CAMERA Avigilon H4A and SERVER HD NVR4
Standard 32TB (terabyte)

Diagram showing relay points for data from camera to camera and to Police HQ

Locations of the CCTV Camera Systems
This program would initially propose the installation of six cameras, one at the corner of
King and Third Street, one at King and Fourth Street, one at Wellington Street and
Fourth Street, one at King and Fifth Street, one at King and Sixth Street and finally one
at the corner of King and William Street.
The six identified intersections for CCTV camera locations are:
1) Third Street
2) Fourth Street
3) Fifth Street
4) Wellington Street and Fourth
5) Sixth Street
6) William Street
The six CCTV camera locations cover off an approximate 2.17-kilometer section of King
Street and can be supported by an analysis of the 2019 Crime Mapping Data and Motor
Vehicle Collision reporting information provided in this report.
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Implementation Phases
The Chatham-Kent Police Service has planned the following implementation process
pending approval and available funding.
Phase 1
• Cameras 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be linked by fibre and Wi-Fi at King Street back
to CKPS headquarters. Each camera has four lens pointing in all four compass
directions. (Approximate cost $60,000.00 – $80,000.00 including labour,
installation and taxes).
Phase 2
• Upon completion of one full year of operational usage surrounding CKPS –
CCTV pilot project, statistical crime and calls for service analysis will be
completed to review data and report to the Police Services Board and Council
on results.
Phase 3
• Expand CCTV to further hamlets within the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
including potential commercial industrial locations.
The system is a wireless independent, stand-alone system not tied into any of the
current police systems, which would alleviate any possible breaches of security. This
system has the capability for future expansion to further identified locations within the
Municipality.
Consultation
During the development of the Chatham-Kent Police Services 2018-2020 Strategic
Plan, surveys were distributed to community residents. In addition and provided above
were actual comments (just a few) which have been received by the Office of the Chief
of Police and the Mayor’s Office. Consultations have occurred with local Business
owners, the BIA and the Chamber of Commerce in respect to the recommendation.
Additionally, the Chief has provided the Police Services Board a report and has
consulted with members of EMT including Mr. John Norton, Mr. Thomas Kelly, Mr. Don
Shropshire, Ms. Cathy Hoffman, Mr. Gord Quentin, Dr. April Rietdyk and our Mayor
Darrin Canniff.
Financial Implications
Should Council choose to proceed with this partnership, the cost of the project is
approximately $60,000.00 - $80,000.00 including the supply, labour, taxes and
installation of six cameras. This will need to go through an RFP process, in order to
provide us with a supplier. We would also request Council consider funding to assist
with additional phases of the program, if the pilot is successful and Council requests
expansion of its use.
Conclusion
As noted earlier, a safe, secure and vibrant downtown will provide a canvas for
economic development. Installation of security cameras is but one element in a variety
of factors that will provide that positive atmosphere. The policies governing the use of
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these cameras will ensure a responsible and regulated use of the new security camera
system.
The implementation and use of the CCTV camera system adheres to the Core
Principles of the Adequacy Standards set for policing across Ontario. The cameras will
assist in all five elements that police services must safeguard in their respective
communities.
CCTV camera programs have been in use for a number of years in various cities
including Windsor, London, St. Thomas, Sudbury, Cornwall, Orillia, Hamilton, Waterloo,
Niagara, Trenton, Brockville and Toronto.
Adequate and Effective Police Service must include the following Core Services:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Crime Prevention
Law Enforcement
Assistance to Victims
Public Order Maintenance
Emergency Response

The Chatham-Kent Police Service and the Chatham-Kent Police Services Board
recommend that Municipal Council support this CCTV Camera Pilot Project.
Prepared by:

____________________________
Gary Conn – Chief of Police

Attachment(s): Appendix “A” – Video Surveillance Security Privacy Impact Assessment
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APPENDIX “A”

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SECURITY PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
To Determine the Requirements for a Video Surveillance System
Site name:

King St and Third St, Chatham ON

Address:

King St and Third St, Chatham ON

Name of Requestor: Chief Gary Conn Division: Central

Video #: ____________

Date: July 29, 2020

Proposed Video Location: King St and Third St, Chatham ON

1. Is there already a public video surveillance system and/or camera in the immediate area? There
are no public surveillance cameras on this corner nor are there cameras registered with the
Chatham-Kent Police Surveillance Camera registry.
2. Video surveillance should only be considered after other measures of deterrence or detection have
been considered and rejected as unworkable. Have the following counter-measures been
considered and rejected as unworkable?
#2

Security Counter-Measure

Yes

a.
b.
c.

Increased General Patrols
Neighbourhood Watch Programs
Targeted Enforcement

X
X
X

d.

Downtown Core Unit

X

e.
f.

Community Mobilization Unit
CPTED Audit

X
X

No

Comments
Officers are encouraged to patrol area
BIA is active in this area
Officers target area when complaints are
received
CKPS has implemented a Bicycle Patrol
Unit and have Auxiliary members
conducting foot patrol
CMU is actively involved with the BIA
Conducted in 2020, 2012 and 2007

3. The use of each video surveillance camera should be justified on the basis of verifiable, specific
reports of incidents of crime or significant safety concerns. Are there any documented incidents of
crime or significant safety concerns in any of the following formats?
#3

Documentation Formats

Yes

a.

Public/Community Complaints

X

b.

Police Reports

X

c.
d.
e.

Internal Crime Data
Anonymous Tips
Other:

X
X
X

f.

No

Comments
Complaints have been received by the
Mayors officer, Councillors and the
Police
Crime reports are presented to the BIA
monthly and Crime Plot provides the
public with crime events in their areas.

The AGCO have received complaints
regarding operations of bars.
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4. An assessment should be conducted on the effects that the proposed video surveillance system
may have on personal privacy and the ways in which any adverse effects can be mitigated. Has
the following effects and mitigation strategies been considered?
#4

Effects & Mitigation Strategies

Yes

a.

The location of the proposed camera is situated in
an area that will minimize privacy intrusion?

X

b.

Is the proposed camera location one where an
individual does not have a higher expectation of
privacy (i.e., entrances to a particular building or
structure, windows or doorways that when opened
would reveal the interior of a building, etc.)?

X

c.

Is the location of the proposed video camera
visible?

X

d.

Can the video surveillance be restricted to the
recognized problem area?

X

e.

Is space allocated for proper video surveillance
signage?
Has a drawing been attached showing the video
location?
Other:

X

f.
g.

No

Comments
All four corners are commercial
property. Only one corner (SE
corner) has apartments on the
second floor
All four corners feature
commercial property that is open
to the public.

This corner is free of tall
structures that may obstruct the
view.
Refer to manufactures manual
regarding functionality of the
CCTV
Signage can be placed on the
existing hydro or traffic poles.
X

5. The proposed design and operation of the video surveillance systems should minimize privacy
intrusion. Have the following design and operation factors been considered for each proposed
camera location?
#5
a.

b.

c.
d.

Measures to Mitigate Effects
Can the proposed camera be restricted through
hardware or software to ensure that operators
cannot adjust or manipulate cameras to overlook
spaces that a privacy assessment has not been
completed for?
Is the reception equipment going to be located in
a strictly controlled access area?
Can the Video Surveillance Monitor be installed in
such a way that it will be hidden from public view?
Other:

Comments:

Yes

No

Comments

X

Refer to manufacture’s manual
regarding restrictions of view.

X

The server will be housed at
CKPS headquarters. Access will
be limited to specific employees
based on their roles.
Cameras will be in open view on
hydro or traffic poles.

X
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SECURITY PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
To Determine the Requirements for a Video Surveillance System
Site name:

King St and Fourth St, Chatham ON

Address:

King St and Fourth St, Chatham ON

Name of Requestor: Chief Gary Conn Division: Central

Video #: ____________

Date: July 29, 2020

Proposed Video Location: King St and Fourth St, Chatham ON

6. Is there already a public video surveillance system and/or camera in the immediate area? There
are no public surveillance cameras in this area. There is one registered surveillance camera
near this corner on Fourth St.
7. Video surveillance should only be considered after other measures of deterrence or detection have
been considered and rejected as unworkable. Have the following counter-measures been
considered and rejected as unworkable?
#2

Security Counter-Measure

Yes

a.
b.
c.

Increased General Patrols
Neighbourhood Watch Programs
Targeted Enforcement

X
X
X

d.

Downtown Core Unit

X

e.
f.

Community Mobilization Unit
CPTED Audit

X
X

No

Comments
Officers are encouraged to patrol area
BIA is active in this area
Officers target area when complaints are
received
CKPS have implemented a Bicycle Patrol
Unit and have Auxiliary members
conducting foot patrol
CMU is actively involved with the BIA
Conducted in 2020, 2012 and 2007

8. The use of each video surveillance camera should be justified on the basis of verifiable, specific
reports of incidents of crime or significant safety concerns. Are there any documented incidents of
crime or significant safety concerns in any of the following formats?
#3

Documentation Formats

Yes

a.

Public/Community Complaints

X

b.

Police Reports

X

c.
d.
e.

Internal Crime Data
Anonymous Tips
Other:

X
X
X

No

Comments
Complaints have been received by the
Mayors officer, Councillors and the
Police
Crime reports are presented to the BIA
monthly and Crime Plot provided the
public with crime events in their areas.

The AGCO have received complaints
regarding operations of bars.

f.
9. An assessment should be conducted on the effects that the proposed video surveillance system
may have on personal privacy and the ways in which any adverse effects can be mitigated. Has
the following effects and mitigation strategies been considered?
#4

Effects & Mitigation Strategies

Yes

No

Comments
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a.

The location of the proposed camera is situated in
an area that will minimize privacy intrusion?

X

b.

Is the proposed camera location one where an
individual does not have a higher expectation of
privacy (i.e., entrances to a particular building or
structure, windows or doorways that when opened
would reveal the interior of a building, etc.)?

X

c.

Is the location of the proposed video camera
visible?

X

d.

Can the video surveillance be restricted to the
recognized problem area?

X

e.

Is space allocated for proper video surveillance
signage?
Has a drawing been attached showing the video
location?
Other:

X

f.
g.

All four corners are commercial
property consisting of a bank,
Gentleman’s Club, pawnshop
and a nightclub. Fourth St turns
into Simcoe Lane, south of King
St. Simcoe Lane is designated
as parking lot with rear access to
the businesses on the north side
of King St.
All four corners feature
commercial property that is open
to the public.

This corner is free of tall
structures that may obstruct the
view.
Refer to manufactures manual
regarding functionality of the
CCTV
Signage can be placed on the
existing hydro or traffic poles.
X

10. The proposed design and operation of the video surveillance systems should minimize privacy
intrusion. Have the following design and operation factors been considered for each proposed
camera location?
#5
a.

b.

c.
d.

Measures to Mitigate Effects
Can the proposed camera be restricted through
hardware or software to ensure that operators
cannot adjust or manipulate cameras to overlook
spaces that a privacy assessment has not been
completed for?
Is the reception equipment going to be located in
a strictly controlled access area?
Can the Video Surveillance Monitor be installed in
such a way that it will be hidden from public view?
Other:

Comments:

Yes

No

Comments

X

Refer to manufacture’s manual
regarding restrictions of view.

X

The server will be housed at
CKPS headquarters. Access will
be limited to specific employees
based on their roles.
Cameras will be in open view on
hydro or traffic poles.

X
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SECURITY PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
To Determine the Requirements for a Video Surveillance System
Site name:

King St and Fifth St, Chatham ON

Address:

King St and Fifth St, Chatham ON

Name of Requestor: Chief Gary Conn Division: Central

Video #: ____________

Date: July 29, 2020

Proposed Video Location: King St and Fifth St, Chatham ON

11. Is there already a public video surveillance system and/or camera in the immediate area? There
are no public surveillance cameras on this corner nor are there cameras registered with the
Chatham-Kent Police Surveillance Camera registry.
12. Video surveillance should only be considered after other measures of deterrence or detection have
been considered and rejected as unworkable. Have the following counter-measures been
considered and rejected as unworkable?
#2

Security Counter-Measure

Yes

a.
b.
c.

Increased General Patrols
Neighbourhood Watch Programs
Targeted Enforcement

X
X
X

d.

Downtown Core Unit

X

e.
f.

Community Mobilization Unit
CPTED Audit

X
X

No

Comments
Officers are encouraged to patrol area
BIA is active in this area
Officers target area when complaints are
received
CKPS have implemented a Bicycle Patrol
Unit and have Auxiliary members
conducting foot patrol
CMU is actively involved with the BIA
Conducted in 2020, 2012 and 2007

13. The use of each video surveillance camera should be justified on the basis of verifiable, specific
reports of incidents of crime or significant safety concerns. Are there any documented incidents of
crime or significant safety concerns in any of the following formats?
#3

Documentation Formats

Yes

a.

Public/Community Complaints

X

b.

Police Reports

X

c.
d.
e.

Internal Crime Data
Anonymous Tips
Other:

X
X
X

No

Comments
Complaints have been received by the
Mayors officer, Councillors and the
Police
Crime reports are presented to the BIA
and Crime Plot provided the public with
crime events in their areas.

The AGCO have received complaints
regarding operations of bars.

f.

14. An assessment should be conducted on the effects that the proposed video surveillance system
may have on personal privacy and the ways in which any adverse effects can be mitigated. Has
the following effects and mitigation strategies been considered?
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Effects & Mitigation Strategies

Yes

a.

The location of the proposed camera is situated in
an area that will minimize privacy intrusion?

X

b.

Is the proposed camera location one where an
individual does not have a higher expectation of
privacy (i.e., entrances to a particular building or
structure, windows or doorways that when opened
would reveal the interior of a building, etc.)?

X

c.

Is the location of the proposed video camera
visible?

X

d.

Can the video surveillance be restricted to the
recognized problem area?

X

e.

Is space allocated for proper video surveillance
signage?
Has a drawing been attached showing the video
location?
Other:

X

f.
g.

No

Comments
All four corners are commercial
property. The SW corner has
apartments on the second and
third floors.
All four corners feature
commercial property that is open
to the public. The NE and NW
corners are currently unoccupied
buildings. The SE corner
features an open area with
numerous benches, inviting
people to linger.
This corner is free of tall
structures that may obstruct the
view.
Refer to manufactures manual
regarding functionality of the
CCTV
Signage can be placed on the
existing hydro or traffic poles.

X

15. The proposed design and operation of the video surveillance systems should minimize privacy
intrusion. Have the following design and operation factors been considered for each proposed
camera location?
#5
a.

b.

c.
d.

Measures to Mitigate Effects
Can the proposed camera be restricted through
hardware or software to ensure that operators
cannot adjust or manipulate cameras to overlook
spaces that a privacy assessment has not been
completed for?
Is the reception equipment going to be located in
a strictly controlled access area?
Can the Video Surveillance Monitor be installed in
such a way that it will be hidden from public view?
Other:

Comments:

Yes

No

Comments

X

Refer to manufacture’s manual
regarding restrictions of view.

X

The server will be housed at
CKPS headquarters. Access will
be limited to specific employees
based on their roles.
Cameras will be in open view on
hydro or traffic poles.

X
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SECURITY PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
To Determine the Requirements for a Video Surveillance System
Site name:

King St and Sixth St, Chatham ON (Cenotaph)

Address:

King St and Sixth St, Chatham ON

Name of Requestor: Chief Gary Conn Division: Central

Video #: ____________

Date: July 29, 2020

Proposed Video Location: King St and Sixth St, Chatham ON

16. Is there already a public video surveillance system and/or camera in the immediate area? There
are no public surveillance cameras on this corner nor are there cameras registered with the
Chatham-Kent Police Surveillance Camera registry.
17. Video surveillance should only be considered after other measures of deterrence or detection have
been considered and rejected as unworkable. Have the following counter-measures been
considered and rejected as unworkable?
#2

Security Counter-Measure

Yes

a.
b.
c.

Increased General Patrols
Neighbourhood Watch Programs
Targeted Enforcement

X
X
X

d.

Downtown Core Unit

X

e.
f.

Community Mobilization Unit
CPTED Audit

X
X

No

Comments
Officers are encouraged to patrol area
BIA is active in this area
Officers target area when complaints are
received
CKPS have implemented a Bicycle Patrol
Unit and have Auxiliary members
conducting foot patrol
CMU is actively involved with the BIA
Conducted in 2020, 2012 and 2007

18. The use of each video surveillance camera should be justified on the basis of verifiable, specific
reports of incidents of crime or significant safety concerns. Are there any documented incidents of
crime or significant safety concerns in any of the following formats?
#3

Documentation Formats

Yes

a.

Public/Community Complaints

X

b.

Police Reports

X

c.
d.
e.

Internal Crime Data
Anonymous Tips
Other:

X
X
X

No

Comments
Complaints have been received by the
Mayors officer, Councillors and the
Police
Crime reports are presented to the BIA
and Crime Plot provides the public with
crime events in their areas.

The AGCO have received complaints
regarding operations of bars.

f.
19. An assessment should be conducted on the effects that the proposed video surveillance system
may have on personal privacy and the ways in which any adverse effects can be mitigated. Has
the following effects and mitigation strategies been considered?
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Effects & Mitigation Strategies

Yes

a.

The location of the proposed camera is situated in
an area that will minimize privacy intrusion?

X

b.

Is the proposed camera location one where an
individual does not have a higher expectation of
privacy (i.e., entrances to a particular building or
structure, windows or doorways that when opened
would reveal the interior of a building, etc.)?

X

c.

Is the location of the proposed video camera
visible?

X

d.

Can the video surveillance be restricted to the
recognized problem area?

X

e.

Is space allocated for proper video surveillance
signage?
Has a drawing been attached showing the video
location?
Other:

X

f.
g.

No

Comments
The two corners are commercial
property including a bank, and an
unoccupied commercial property.
The entrance to the Downtown
Chatham Centre is located at the
south of the intersection.
Both corners feature commercial
property. One is currently open
to the public. The DDCC
entrances features an open area
with numerous benches, inviting
people to linger.
This corner is free of tall
structures that may obstruct the
view.
Refer to manufactures manual
regarding functionality of the
CCTV
Signage can be placed on the
existing traffic or light poles.

X

20. The proposed design and operation of the video surveillance systems should minimize privacy
intrusion. Have the following design and operation factors been considered for each proposed
camera location?
#5
a.

b.

c.
d.

Measures to Mitigate Effects
Can the proposed camera be restricted through
hardware or software to ensure that operators
cannot adjust or manipulate cameras to overlook
spaces that a privacy assessment has not been
completed for?
Is the reception equipment going to be located in
a strictly controlled access area?
Can the Video Surveillance Monitor be installed in
such a way that it will be hidden from public view?
Other:

Comments:

Yes

No

Comments

X

Refer to manufacture’s manual
regarding restrictions of view.

X

The server will be housed at
CKPS headquarters. Access will
be limited to specific employees
based on their roles.
Cameras will be in open view on
hydro or traffic poles.

X
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SECURITY PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
To Determine the Requirements for a Video Surveillance System
Site name:

King St and William St, Chatham ON

Address:

King St and William St, Chatham ON

Name of Requestor: Chief Gary Conn Division: Central

Video #: ____________

Date: July 29, 2020

Proposed Video Location: King St and William St, Chatham ON

21. Is there already a public video surveillance system and/or camera in the immediate area? There
are no public surveillance cameras on this corner nor are there cameras registered with the
Chatham-Kent Police Surveillance Camera registry. The Retro Suites have a surveillance
system that does capture the sidewalk and parts of the intersection.
22. Video surveillance should only be considered after other measures of deterrence or detection have
been considered and rejected as unworkable. Have the following counter-measures been
considered and rejected as unworkable?
#2

Security Counter-Measure

Yes

a.
b.
c.

Increased General Patrols
Neighbourhood Watch Programs
Targeted Enforcement

X
X
X

d.

Downtown Core Unit

X

e.
f.

Community Mobilization Unit
CPTED Audit

X
X

No

Comments
Officers are encouraged to patrol area
BIA is active in this area
Officers target area when complaints are
received
CKPS have implemented a Bicycle Patrol
Unit and have Auxiliary members
conducting foot patrol
CMU is actively involved with the BIA
Conducted in 2020, 2012 and 2007

23. The use of each video surveillance camera should be justified on the basis of verifiable, specific
reports of incidents of crime or significant safety concerns. Are there any documented incidents of
crime or significant safety concerns in any of the following formats?
#3

Documentation Formats

Yes

a.

Public/Community Complaints

X

b.

Police Reports

X

c.
d.
e.

Internal Crime Data
Anonymous Tips
Other:

X
X
X

No

Comments
Complaints have been received by the
Mayors officer, Councillors and the
Police
Crime reports are presented to the BIA
monthly and Crime Plot provides the
public with crime events in their areas.

The AGCO have received complaints
regarding operations of bars.

f.
24. An assessment should be conducted on the effects that the proposed video surveillance system
may have on personal privacy and the ways in which any adverse effects can be mitigated. Has
the following effects and mitigation strategies been considered?
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Effects & Mitigation Strategies

Yes

a.

The location of the proposed camera is situated in
an area that will minimize privacy intrusion?

X

b.

Is the proposed camera location one where an
individual does not have a higher expectation of
privacy (i.e., entrances to a particular building or
structure, windows or doorways that when opened
would reveal the interior of a building, etc.)?

X

c.

Is the location of the proposed video camera
visible?

X

d.

Can the video surveillance be restricted to the
recognized problem area?

X

e.

Is space allocated for proper video surveillance
signage?
Has a drawing been attached showing the video
location?
Other:

X

f.
g.

No

Comments
Two corners are commercial
property while the other two are
public space (a park and a
parking lot). The SW corner
features The Retro Suites. There
are hotel/meeting rooms on the
second floor at this corner. The
NE corner features business
office space including a lawyer’s
office.

This corner is free of tall
structures that may obstruct the
view.
Refer to manufactures manual
regarding functionality of the
CCTV
Signage can be placed on the
existing hydro or traffic poles.
X

25. The proposed design and operation of the video surveillance systems should minimize privacy
intrusion. Have the following design and operation factors been considered for each proposed
camera location?
#5
a.

b.

c.

Measures to Mitigate Effects
Can the proposed camera be restricted through
hardware or software to ensure that operators
cannot adjust or manipulate cameras to overlook
spaces that a privacy assessment has not been
completed for?
Is the reception equipment going to be located in
a strictly controlled access area?

Can the Video Surveillance Monitor be installed in
such a way that it will be hidden from public view?
d. Other:
Comments:

Yes

No

Comments

X

Refer to manufacture’s manual
regarding restrictions of view.

X

The server will be housed at
CKPS headquarters. Access will
be limited to specific employees
based on their roles.
Cameras will be in open view on
hydro or traffic poles.

X
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SECURITY PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
To Determine the Requirements for a Video Surveillance System
Site name:

Wellington St and Fourth St, Chatham ON

Address:

Wellington St and Fourth St, Chatham ON

Name of Requestor: Chief Gary Conn Division: Central

Video #: ____________

Date: July 29, 2020

Proposed Video Location: Wellington St and Fourth St, Chatham ON

26. Is there already a public video surveillance system and/or camera in the immediate area? There
are no public surveillance cameras on this corner nor are there cameras registered with the
Chatham-Kent Police Surveillance Camera registry.
27. Video surveillance should only be considered after other measures of deterrence or detection have
been considered and rejected as unworkable. Have the following counter-measures been
considered and rejected as unworkable?
#2

Security Counter-Measure

Yes

a.
b.
c.

Increased General Patrols
Neighbourhood Watch Programs
Targeted Enforcement

X
X
X

d.

Downtown Core Unit

X

e.
f.

Community Mobilization Unit
CPTED Audit

X
X

No

Comments
Officers are encouraged to patrol area
BIA is active in this area
Officers target area when complaints are
received
CKPS have implemented a Bicycle Patrol
Unit and have Auxiliary members
conducting foot patrol
CMU is actively involved with the BIA
Conducted in 2020, 2012 and 2007

28. The use of each video surveillance camera should be justified on the basis of verifiable, specific
reports of incidents of crime or significant safety concerns. Are there any documented incidents of
crime or significant safety concerns in any of the following formats?
#3

Documentation Formats

Yes

a.

Public/Community Complaints

X

b.

Police Reports

X

c.
d.
e.

Internal Crime Data
Anonymous Tips
Other:

X
X
X

No

Comments
Complaints have been received by the
Mayors officer, Councillors and the
Police
Crime reports are presented to the BIA
monthly and Crime Plot provides the
public with crime events in their areas.

The AGCO has received complaints
regarding operations of bars.

f.
29. An assessment should be conducted on the effects that the proposed video surveillance system
may have on personal privacy and the ways in which any adverse effects can be mitigated. Has
the following effects and mitigation strategies been considered?
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Effects & Mitigation Strategies

Yes

a.

The location of the proposed camera is situated in
an area that will minimize privacy intrusion?

X

b.

Is the proposed camera location one where an
individual does not have a higher expectation of
privacy (i.e., entrances to a particular building or
structure, windows or doorways that when opened
would reveal the interior of a building, etc.)?

X

c.

Is the location of the proposed video camera
visible?

X

d.

Can the video surveillance be restricted to the
recognized problem area?

X

e.

Is space allocated for proper video surveillance
signage?
Has a drawing been attached showing the video
location?
Other:

X

f.
g.

No

Comments
There are parking lots on the SE
and NE corners. The SW corner
contains a church and the NW
corner contains a commercial
property. The NW corner may
contain apartments on the
second.
All four corners feature property
that is open to the public.

This corner is free of tall
structures that may obstruct the
view. It is a very open
intersection.
Refer to manufacture’s manual
regarding functionality of the
CCTV
Signage can be placed on the
existing traffic or light poles.
X

30. The proposed design and operation of the video surveillance systems should minimize privacy
intrusion. Have the following design and operation factors been considered for each proposed
camera location?
#5
a.

b.

c.
d.

Measures to Mitigate Effects
Can the proposed camera be restricted through
hardware or software to ensure that operators
cannot adjust or manipulate cameras to overlook
spaces that a privacy assessment has not been
completed for?
Is the reception equipment going to be located in
a strictly controlled access area?
Can the Video Surveillance Monitor be installed in
such a way that it will be hidden from public view?
Other:

Comments:

Yes

No

Comments

X

Refer to manufacture’s manual
regarding restrictions of view.

X

The server will be housed at
CKPS headquarters. Access will
be limited to specific employees
based on their roles.
Cameras will be in open view on
hydro or traffic poles.

X

